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• Discovery: Wolff (1963) 
• First orbital solution: Conti et al. (1980) 
• Observation of the light curve: Otero & Wils (2005)
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History
Primary component less massive 





✓  FEROS spectra @ MPG/ESO 2.2m (La Silla, Chile) 
✓  ESPRESSO spectra @ 2.12m (San Pedro Màrtir, Mexico) 
Total = 68 high-resolution + 61 mid-resolution spectra
Better coverage of the  
extrema RVs





Primary = O7.5 If 
Secondary = O9 I(f)
Primary component now 
more massive 
WR21a  
(Tramper et al. 2016)
• Lightcurve in VRI filters 
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New analysis
Taken with TAROT (La Silla, Chile, PI: Klotz)
Only one eclipse 
Δm = 0.22 mag 
ΔΦ ~ 0.04
Eclipse @ Φ=0.024  
Conjunction @ Φ=0.018
• Lightcurve fitted with PHOEBE (Prsa & Zwitter, 2005)
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New analysis
M1 ~39.5 M☉ 
M2 ~33.5 M☉





(Hadrava 1995, Ilijic et al. 2003)
CMFGEN   




✓Hα emission follows the primary 
component 
✓ At periastron, the emission 
disappears




✓Hα emission follows the primary 
component 
✓ At periastron, the emission 
disappears
Not enough space between 
 the stars for a stellar wind collision  




Bouret et al. (2012), Martins et al. (2015) 
Chemical abundances:
• Evolutionary status
➡ Overshooting parameter = 0.1 
➡ Initial rotational velocity ~ 300 km/s  
➡ Z = 0.014 
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From Geneva tracks From Bonn tracks
➡Initial mass = 44.0 M☉ 
➡Age = 5.2 Myrs 
➡Actual mass = 34.5 M☉ 
➡Actual equatorial velocity = 15 km/s
➡Initial mass = 37.0 M☉ 
➡Age = 6.0 Myrs 
➡Actual mass = 31.0 M☉ 
➡Actual equatorial velocity = 18 km/s
➡ Initial mass = 56.1 M☉ 
➡Age = 3.0 Myrs 
➡Actual mass = 47.8 M☉ 
➡Actual equatorial velocity = 110 km/s
➡ Initial mass = 47.4 M☉ 
➡Age = 3.5 Myrs 
➡Actual mass = 41.2 M☉ 




BONNSAI (Schneider et al. 2014)
• Complete analysis of HD166734. 
• Not only one correct evolutionary code. 
• More of similar systems (high eccentricity, long 
period, supergiant objects) because they are 
excellent tests for evolutionary models.
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